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Name: ____________________ Student Number: ____ Homeroom: ____ 

Teacher: _____________________ 

Super Storms 



 

Building Background  

DIRECTIONS 

Most people like when the weather is sunny. Sometimes, though, the weather 
can cause problems. When it rains or snows, you may have to stay inside. 
Some weather can even be dangerous. Tornadoes and typhoons are two 
kinds of dangerous storms.  

Draw and label different types of weather that you know below. 

DIRECTIONS 
Answer the following questions using complete sentences. 

1. What is your favorite type of weather? Why do you like it? 

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What type of weather scares you? Explain why you don’t like that weather. 

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 



 Vocabulary  Definition 
    
1) beware 

 
 

 a light that suddenly shines 

2) flash 
 
 

 to be the same 

3) equal 
 
 

 to be careful of something 

4) damage 
 
 

 to break or harm something in some 
way 

5) pounding 
 

 hitting heavily and repeatedly 

 

 

  Draw a line from the target vocabulary to the definition. Use a 
dictionary to help you if needed. 

beware flash equals damaged pounding 
 

Target Vocabulary 1 

DIRECTIONS 

DIRECTIONS 

 

Use the target vocabulary to complete the following sentences. 

1) That person _______________ his house when he crashed into it. 

2) Someone was _______________ on our front door in the middle of the night. 

3) Please _______________ of the bears when hiking in the mountains. 

4) There was a bright _______________ in the night sky. 

5) My teacher always jokes that one plus one _______________ three. 

ADJECTIVES NOUNS ADVERBS VERBS 
   

 
 
 

 

 

DIRECTIONS See how the target vocabulary was used in the above sentences. 
Decide if the words were adjectives, nouns, adverbs, or verbs.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

DIRECTIONS 

1) 

 
___________________________________________ 
___________________________________________ 
___________________________________________ 
 
 

 

2) 

 
___________________________________________ 
___________________________________________ 
___________________________________________ 
 
 

 

3) 

 
___________________________________________ 
___________________________________________ 
___________________________________________ 
 
 

 

4) 

 
___________________________________________ 
___________________________________________ 
___________________________________________ 
 
 

 

5) 

 
___________________________________________ 
___________________________________________ 
___________________________________________ 
 
 

 

 

Use the words from the chart to write original sentences. Draw pictures 
to go with your sentences. 

beware flash damaged pounding equals 
 



Written Comprehension 

DIRECTIONS 

1) What is weather?

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 

2) Why is lightning dangerous?

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 

3) What is the difference between lightning and thunder?

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 

4) How big can hail get?

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 

5) What should you do when there is a tornado?

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 

6) What happens when hurricanes reach land?

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 

7) Why is it hard to see in a blizzard?

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 

8) How do weather reports help people?

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 

Answer the following questions using complete sentences. 



 

Making Inferences 

Making inferences means that you guess what will happen next in a 
story, or any situation, based on information you know. 

DIRECTIONS Look at the information and infer what might happen. 

Information Inference 

1. Lightning hits a tree. 

 
 
 
 
 

2. Hailstones hit a car window. 

 
 
 
 
 

3. You stand in the eye of a 
hurricane. 

 
 
 
 
 

4. A truck drives in a blizzard. 

 
 
 
 
 

5. A tornado hits a house. 

 
 
 
 
 

6. You see dark clouds in the sky. 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Super Storm Weather Forecast 

 

Hi. I’m _______________ from TKS News. Now let’s look at tomorrow’s 
weather. 

There will be a __________________ in the ______________________ region. 

This means there will be _______________________________________________. 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

The overnight temperature will drop to _____________ degrees in ______________. 

The daytime temperature will reach ______________ degrees. 

 

There will be a __________________ in the ________________ region. 

This means there will be ________________________________________________. 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

The overnight temperature will drop to _____________ degrees in ______________. 

The daytime temperature will reach ______________ degrees. 

 

There will be a __________________ in the ________________ region. 

This means there will be _______________________________________________. 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

The overnight temperature will drop to _____________ degrees in ______________. 

The daytime temperature will reach ______________ degrees. 

 

There will be a lot of dangerous weather conditions across Japan tomorrow so 
please be careful. 

 

name 

thunderstorm/hailstorm/blizzard/typhoon/tornado Hokkaido/Tohoku/Kanto/Chubu/Kansai/Chugoku/Shikoku/Kyushu/Okinawa 

heavy rain, thunder, and lightning/ small balls of ice falling from the sky/heavy snow and strong winds/a violent tropical storm/a violent windstorm shaped like a funnel 

What should you do to stay safe? (Copy from your group poster) 

lowest temperature 

highest temperature 

thunderstorm/hailstorm/blizzard/typhoon/tornado 

thunderstorm/hailstorm/blizzard/typhoon/tornado Hokkaido/Tohoku/Kanto/Chubu/Kansai/Chugoku/Shikoku/Kyushu/Okinawa 

city 

heavy rain, thunder, and lightning/small balls of ice falling from the sky/heavy snow and strong winds/a violent tropical storm/a violent windstorm shaped like a funnel 

What should you do to stay safe? (Copy from your group poster) 

lowest temperature city 

highest temperature 

thunderstorm/hailstorm/blizzard/typhoon/tornado Hokkaido/Tohoku/Kanto/Chubu/Kansai/Chugoku/Shikoku/Kyushu/Okinawa 

heavy rain, thunder, and lightning/small balls of ice falling from the sky/heavy snow and strong winds/a violent tropical storm/a violent windstorm shaped like a funnel 

What should you do to stay safe? (Copy from your group poster) 

lowest temperature city 

highest temperature 
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